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INTRODUCTION

Reactive collisions of gas phase molecules with solid surfaces are fundamental to many processes, both in nature and industry. The dissociative chemisorption of alkanes on transition metal catalysts is of specific importance in reforming processes for the production of fuels and several industrial chemicals.

Partly due to its rate limiting role in steam reforming for the production of hydrogen and/or synthesis gas, the dissociation of methane on nickel has become a prototype system for state-resolved studies of polyatomic gas/surface reaction dynamics. Early experiments using molecular beams with thermally prepared vibrations showed that methane dissociation was independent of incident translational energy between 10 and 50 kJ/mol. Quantum state-resolved reaction probabilities are reported for CH$_4$(v$_3$) on Ni(110) for translational energies between 10 and 50 kJ/mol. © 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3665136]

We present a stereodynamics study of the dissociative chemisorption of vibrationally excited methane on the (100), (110), and (111) planes of a nickel single crystal surface. Using linearly polarized infrared excitation of the antisymmetric C–H stretch normal mode vibration (v$_3$), we aligned the angular momentum and C–H stretch amplitude of CH$_4$(v$_3$) in the laboratory frame and measured the alignment dependence of state-resolved reactivity of CH$_4$ for the v$_3$ = 1, J = 0–3 quantum states over a range of incident translational energies. For all three surfaces studied, in-plane alignment of the C–H stretch results in the highest dissociation probability and alignment along the surface normal in the lowest reactivity. The largest alignment contrast between the maximum and minimum reactivity is observed for Ni(110), which has its surface atoms arranged in close-packed rows separated by one layer deep troughs. For Ni(110), we also probed for alignment effects relative to the direction of the Ni rows. In-plane C–H stretch alignment perpendicular to the surface rows results in higher reactivity than parallel to the surface rows. The alignment effects on Ni(110) and Ni(100) are independent of incident translational energy between 10 and 50 kJ/mol. Quantum state-resolved reaction probabilities are reported for CH$_4$(v$_3$) on Ni(110) for translational energies between 10 and 50 kJ/mol.

Alignment dissociation were constrained to typically 3 or 4 dimensions believed to be the most important for the description of the microscopic dynamics of the reaction. Lately, both experimental 10 and theoretical studies 11–13 highlighted the importance of considering additional degrees of freedom in order to understand CH$_4$ dissociation dynamics on transition metals. The most recent models 13, 14 are based on a 15 dimensional potential energy surface but still restrict the dynamics of the methane/surface to follow the lowest-energy reaction path i.e., the molecule is forced to reorient along its minimum energy configuration during its approach to the surface.

In a recent publication, 15 we reported a stereodynamics study of methane chemisorption on Ni(100) which seems contradictory to the assumption of gas molecules following their lowest energy pathway to reaction. Using a quantum state-prepared, laser aligned molecular beam of methane (CH$_4$(v$_3$) and CD$_3$H(v$_1$)), control was exerted over most aspects of the reactive encounter, including the approach direction and velocity, quantum state and relative alignment of the reaction partners. A 60% increase in CH$_4$(v$_3$) reactivity was observed if methane’s C–H stretch amplitude was aligned in the plane of the surface as compared to an alignment along the surface normal which resulted in the lowest reactivity. While there is not yet a definite explanation for the observed alignment dependence in methane dissociation, the observation that the methane reactivity depends on its initial vibrational alignment implies the absence of significant steering of the incident molecule along the lowest-energy reaction path on the sub-picosecond time scale of the reactive collision. Further...
experiments described below show that a similar or even more pronounced steric effect occurs in the dissociation of CH4(ν3) on other crystallographic orientations of Ni as well as on Pt(111) which will prove helpful in clarifying the origin of the observed steric effects.

**EXPERIMENTAL**

The molecular-beam/surface science apparatus used for our quantum state-resolved reaction probability measurements has been described in detail previously and only a brief summary of the experimental technique is given here. We prepare a continuous molecular beam of methane in a specific quantum state (ν3 = 1, J = 0, 1, 2, or 3) by resonant rovibrational excitation with continuous wave infrared radiation generated by an optical parametric oscillator (OPO, Argos model 2400, Lockheed Martin Aculight Corp.). In the work reported here, we performed rovibrational excitation with linearly polarized radiation in a single pass across the molecular beam, which selectively populates only a subset of the available M-levels for each J, creating an alignment of the molecular beam, the OPO frequency was stabilized to a given rovibrational transition by locking to the Lamb-dip.

For the state-resolved methane reactivity measurements, we expose the clean Ni single crystal surface to a molecular beam of CH4 either with or without laser excitation. While the nascent products of the dissociative chemisorption of CH4 are CH3(ads) and H(ads), the hydrogen quickly leaves the Ni surface by dehydrogenation of CH3(ads) and recombinative desorption of H2 at the surface temperature of 473 K, leaving only surface bound carbon atoms. We quantify the resulting carbon (C) coverage on the Ni surface by recording C and Ni signals by Auger electron spectroscopy at about 50 points across the surface (step size = 130 μm) in a computer controlled scan. We calculate the average methane reactivity S0(laser-on) and S0(laser-off) with and without laser excitation from the detected carbon coverage divided by the incident methane dose which is monitored during the deposition by a calibrated mass spectrometer. The state-resolved reactivity S0(ν3 = 1, J) can be obtained from the average reactivities according to

\[ S_0(ν3) = \frac{S_0(\text{laser-on}) - S_0(\text{laser-off})}{f_{\text{exc}}} - S_0(ν = 0), \]  

(1)
where $f_{\text{exc.}}$ is the fraction of the methane molecules in the beam prepared by the laser excitation in the rovibrationally excited state ($v_3 = 1$, $J$) and $S_0(v = 0)$ is the reactivity of methane in the vibrational ground state.

**ROTATIONAL AND VIBRATIONAL ALIGNMENT BY OPTICAL PUMPING**

Rovibrational excitation by linearly polarized light creates an alignment (i.e., an anisotropic population of $|M|$ levels in the rovibrationally excited state) of the rotational angular momentum $\vec{J}$ as well as the C–H stretch amplitude of the rovibrationally excited methane CH$_4$($v_3 = 1$, $J$) with respect to the polarization axis of the excitation laser due to the $\Delta M = 0$ selection rule. For example, excitation via an R(0) transition ($\Delta J = +1$ selection rule) transfers population from the initial $J'' = 0$, $M'' = 0$ level to the $J = 1$ final state. For linearly polarized excitation, only the $M = 0$ sublevel of the $J = 1$ final state is accessible, creating an alignment of $\vec{J}$ perpendicular to the polarization axis. The degree of alignment produced by excitation via a particular rovibrational transition can be quantified by rotational and vibrational alignment coefficients $A_0^{(2)}$ and $\beta_{\text{axis}}$, which can take values between $-1$ and $+2$ or 0 and $+2$, respectively, depending on the transition used for optical excitation.$^{21}$

For an aligned ensemble of molecules characterized by a value of $A_0^{(2)}$, the probability of finding $\vec{J}$ at an angle $\theta$ from the polarization axis is given by (Fig. 3):

$$P_J(\theta) = \frac{1 + \frac{1}{2} \cdot A_0^{(2)} (3 \cos^2 \theta - 1)}{4\pi}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Zare and co-workers$^{22,23}$ have calculated $A_0^{(2)}$ coefficients for excitation via P, Q, and R branch transitions in the limit of weak pumping, which assumes negligible changes in the populations of the initial M-levels produced by the laser pumping. In this case, the calculation of $A_0^{(2)}$ is simply the summation of the transition probabilities (square of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients) between the initial and final M-levels, connected by the optical selection rules (here, $\Delta M = 0$ and for Q-branch transitions $M \neq 0$). With increasing initial $J$-value, the alignment produced by optical pumping is increasingly due to the $M$-dependence of the transition probability. However, for the transitions R(0), Q(1), and P(1) which all involve transitions from a single $|M|$ level, the assumption of weak pumping is not required because the summation of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients reduces to a single term (i.e., a single allowed transition). Therefore, the $A_0^{(2)}$ coefficients for these three transitions are the same for RAP excitation, which produces complete population transfer from the initial state. In other words, the alignment produced for P(1), Q(1), and R(0) excitation is simply a result of the $\Delta M = 0$ selection rule which remains valid under strong pumping conditions. The calculation of the $A_0^{(2)}$ coefficients for R(1) and R(2) excitation are easily modified assuming complete transfer for any allowed transition between M sublevels independent of the transition strength.

Angular momentum alignment defines the distribution of the molecules’ rotational axis in the laboratory frame, which also creates a (rotationally averaged) alignment of molecular bonds and the vibrational amplitudes, i.e., the vibrational wavefunction in space if the molecule is in a rovibrationally excited state. In the simplest case of a diatom, such as CO or a parallel vibration of a linear molecule, the stretched bond and the vibrational amplitude are parallel to each other and perpendicular to $\vec{J}$. The bond alignment resulting from linearly polarized vibrational excitation of linear molecules as well as for a parallel vibration for symmetric top molecules has been calculated by Zare$^{17,22}$ and can be described in terms of a vibrational alignment coefficient $\beta_{\text{axis}}$. The probability distribution of finding the net vibrational amplitude at an angle $\theta$ from the polarization axis is given by Eq. (2) where $A_0^{(2)}$ is replaced by $\beta_{\text{axis}}$. Note however, that in contrast to $A_0^{(2)}$, $\beta_{\text{axis}}$ can take only positive values, indicating that the vibrational alignment is always parallel to the laser polarization axis for a parallel vibration. Here CH$_4$(v$_3$) has been treated as a symmetric top with unresolved K-structure, as the K-levels of a given J-state are degenerate in a spherical top. The “figure axis” of CH$_4$(v$_3$) has been considered as the axis containing the net vibrational C–H stretch amplitude.

In order to probe for an alignment dependence in the methane reactivity, we use a λ/2 waveplate to rotate the linear polarization axis of the excitation laser and measure...
S₀(laser-on) for polarization parallel (S₀∥) and normal (S₀⊥) to the plane of the surface. Figure 4 shows the Auger data resulting from such measurements for excitation via the R(0) and P(1) transition. The top panel shows the amount of carbon products detected after a pair of 15 min molecular beam exposures of CH₄(v₃) prepared via the R(0) transition, with laser polarization rotated by 90° between the two exposures. We observe about 60% more carbon on the Ni(100) surface when polarization axis is parallel to the plane of the surface indicating a reactivity S₀∥ that is ~60% higher than S₀⊥.

To ensure that the observed reactivity changes between deposition experiments are due only to changes in the laser polarization axis, we perform identical measurements using excitation via the P(1) transition (ΔJ = -1) which does not create any alignment of J or the C–H stretch amplitude due to the fact that the excited state (ν = 1, J = 0) consists of a single M = 0 sublevel. For P(1) excitation identical amounts of carbon products are detected for parallel and normal laser polarization excluding any potential experimental artifacts such as polarization dependent transmission of optical elements or variation in the overlap with the molecular beam due to rotation of the waveplate. Finally, to verify all of the detected carbon is due to chemisorption of the laser prepared CH₄(v₃ = 1, J), we repeated the deposition with the excitation laser on but detuned from resonance. In this case, no carbon deposition due to the impinging molecular beam is detectable, confirming that the reactivity of CH₄(ν = 0) and any vibrationally excited methane due to heating in the expansion nozzle (Tn = 323 K) can be neglected.

ALIGNMENT CONTRAST Δₚ

From the observed polarization angle dependence, we quantify the alignment effect by defining an alignment contrast Δₚ:

\[ Δₚ(v₃, J) = \frac{S₀∥(v₃, J) - S₀⊥(v₃, J)}{S₀∥(v₃, J) + S₀⊥(v₃, J)}, \]

where S₀∥(v₃, J) and S₀⊥(v₃, J) refer to the state-resolved reactivity measured with laser polarization parallel and normal to the plane of the surface, respectively. All Δₚ values were determined from at least 5 repeated measurements with the deposition coordinates for ||- and ⊥-polarization alternated in order to cancel any potential local variations in surface reactivity of the nickel single crystal. We deposit up to four molecular beam spots with footprints of 2 mm ø on the 10 mm diameter Ni single crystal held at a surface temperature of 473 K.

In all experiments described here, the state-prepared, aligned molecular beam impinged at normal incidence on a nickel sample cut to within 0.1° of its (100), (110), or (111) plane. For the close-packed Ni(111) and Ni(100) samples, the azimuthal orientation of the surface relative to the ||-polarization axis (in-plane) was random and no attempt was made to check if the methane reactivity depended on this orientation. For the Ni(110) surface, which consists of close-packed rows of Ni atoms separated by one layer deep parallel troughs, we measured the reactivity with in-plane laser polarization either parallel or perpendicular to the close-packed rows. For these measurements, the close-packed rows of Ni(110) surface were aligned either parallel or perpendicular to the vertically polarized excitation laser by rotating the Ni(110) crystal in its sample mount. Low energy electron diffraction was used to verify the azimuthal alignment of close-packed rows on Ni(110) in the laboratory frame. We therefore distinguish the alignment contrast Δₚ(φ = 0°) and Δₚ(φ = 90°) for Ni(110), where the in-plane polarization axis is either parallel or perpendicular to the close-packed rows, respectively. Due to the cylindrical symmetry of P₁(θ) (Eq. (2)), the reactivity for normal polarization S₀⊥(v₃, J) is independent of the azimuthal orientation.

HYPERFINE DEPOLARIZATION EFFECTS

The homogeneous linewidth of the CH₄ rovibrational transitions in the molecular beam are determined by transit time broadening to be 2–4 MHz for molecular beam speeds of 1000–2500 m/sec, significantly larger than the 50–90 kHz hyperfine splittings of CH₄. Therefore, all hyperfine components of a given CH₄ rovibrational transition are excited coherently when CH₄ in the molecular beam passes through the laser beam. The optical excitation aligns the rotational angular momentum J but not the nuclear spin I, which remains randomly oriented. Coupling between J and I to the conserved total angular momentum \( \vec{F} \) will cause a dephasing (quantum beats) of the J alignment on the timescale of the inverse of the hyperfine splittings. We observe this dephasing by measuring Δₚ for different excitation-to-surface distances over a range of 1–30 mm (Fig. 5). For a molecular beam speed of ~2000 m/sec (E_TRANS = 34 kJ/mol), this corresponds to a range of delays between CH₄(v₃) excitation and surface collision of 0.5–15 μsec. A decrease of Δₚ from 0.22 ± 0.02 to 0.04 ± 0.05 is observed on this timescale, consistent with reported CH₄ hyperfine splittings. Extrapolation of this observed time dependence to zero time leads us to conclude that hyperfine depolarization effects are negligible for the Δₚ measurements performed at an excitation distance of 1 mm from the surface (0.35–1 μsec excitation-to-surface delay for the molecular beam velocities used in the presented experiments).
excitation at 1 mm from the surface. R(2) components confirms that hyperfine depolarization is insignificant for excitation at 1 mm from the surface.

FIG. 6. Comparison of the alignment contrast for CH₄(v₁₃) on Ni(110) for excitation via R(0) and R(2) at a distance of 1 mm from the surface. The R(2) line consists of two separate components due the ortho (I = 1) and para (I = 0) nuclear spin isomers of CH₄. The similar Δp values observed for both R(2) components confirms that hyperfine depolarization is insignificant for excitation at 1 mm from the surface.

A second test of dephasing effects was performed by preparing CH₄(v₁₃) via the R(2) rovibrational transition which is split due to centrifugal interaction into E and F₂ symmetry components. The transition R(2)-E at 3048.1532 cm⁻¹ and R(2)-F₂ at 3048.1690 cm⁻¹ excite ortho-(I = 1) and para-(I = 0) CH₄, respectively. The two components of the R(2) transitions are separated by 475 MHz, and are partially overlapped in the room temperature cell spectrum (see Fig. 1) due to Doppler broadening (FWHM ~280 MHz). However, due to the very narrow absorption linewidths of only a few MHz in the molecular beam, we can selectively excite either component of the R(2) transition. Comparison of the Δp values measured separately for the I = 1 and I = 0 component of the CH₄(v₁₃)-R(2) transition for excitation 1 mm from the Ni(110) surface, probes the extent of hyperfine depolarization during the 500 nsec flight time between excitation and surface dissociation since this dephasing mechanism is absent for para-CH₄(v₁₃) with zero total nuclear spin (I = 0). If the Δp value measured for preparation via the I = 0 component of R(2) were significantly larger than Δp for the (I = 1) R(2) transition, it would indicate a dephasing of the prepared alignment due to a coupling between J with 1 in the latter case. We can exclude such an effect since Δp measured for two nuclear spin isomers of CH₄(v₁₃)-R(2) are identical within their error bars (Fig. 6). Potentially, magnetic field depolarization might play a role very close to the ferromagnetic Ni crystal. The fact that Δp measured for the CH₄ dissociation on diamagnetic Pt(111) is similar to the values observed on Ni single crystals (not shown) allows us to exclude the latter effect.

RESULTS

Using the methods described above, we performed state-resolved reactivity measurements for CH₄(v₁₃) dissociation on Ni(100), Ni(110), and Ni(111). For Ni(100) and Ni(110), we determined the alignment contrast Δp for excitation via different rovibrational transitions. Comparison of the experimentally observed alignment contrast Δp with the calculated rotational alignment coefficients A₀(2) and vibrational alignment coefficients βₓᵧ for P, Q, and R-branch transitions provides information about which of the two quantities control the observed alignment dependence of the methane reactivity.

Figure 7 shows a comparison of the experimentally observed alignment contrast Δp on Ni(100) with the calculated alignment coefficients A₀(2) and βₓᵧ, respectively, for CH₄(v₁₃) prepared via the indicated transition (E_TRANS = 34 kJ/mol). The vertical axes are scaled such that the origins and the values associated with R(0) excitation coincide for Δp and the corresponding calculated alignment coefficient. The change in sign of the calculated A₀(2) alignment coefficients in switching from R-branch to Q-branch excitation (Fig. 7(a)) is not observed in the data for Δp.

Contrary to the sign change for A₀(2), the βₓᵧ alignment coefficients are positive for both R- and Q-branch excitation, which signifies an alignment of the C–H stretch parallel to the polarization axis in both cases. Inspection of the calculated alignment coefficients βₓᵧ in Figure 7(b) shows a much better match with the observed variations in the Δp values both in sign and magnitude than with the calculated A₀(2) coefficients, indicating that the C–H stretch alignment is primarily responsible for the observed steric effects in methane reactivity.

ANGLE DEPENDENCE OF THE ALIGNMENT EFFECT ON Ni(100)

In addition to the reactivity measurements with laser polarization parallel and normal to the surface, we explored the
FIG. 8. Polarization angle dependence of the alignment effect on Ni(100) for CH₄(ν₃) prepared via R(0) excitation (E_TRANS = 34 kJ/mol).

polarization angle (θ) dependence of the reactivity of CH₄(ν₃ = 1, J = 1) excited via R(0) on Ni(100) in 15° steps from parallel to normal. The observed reactivity decreases monotonically from a maximum for in-plane laser polarization (II-pol.) to a minimum when the polarization direction is along the surface normal (Fig. 8). The angle dependence

\[ S_0(\theta) = \sqrt{(S_\parallel^0)^2 - \sin^2 \theta \left[ (S_\parallel^0)^2 - (S_\perp^0)^2 \right]} \]

(4)

ALIGNMENT EFFECTS ON Ni(110)

For the anisotropically corrugated Ni(110) surface, we measured both the polar and the azimuthal polarization angle dependence of the methane reactivity (see Fig. 9). The Ni(110) surface consists of rows of closely packed Ni atoms located in the topmost layer which are separated by one layer deep troughs. The (110) surface is generated by a cut across the diagonal of the face-centered cubic lattice. This cut produces a spacing between rows of 3.52 Å, while the close-packed Ni atom spacing in each row is 2.49 Å. The nickel surface sample is a single crystal makes it possible to align the direction of the rows and troughs in the laboratory frame simply by rotating the 10 mm diameter disk. We aligned the Ni(110) surface rows in the laboratory frame to within 3.2° of true vertical and 1.7° of horizontal in order to achieve the parallel (φ = 0°) and perpendicular (φ = 90°) configurations shown in Figure 9. The highest reactivity was observed for in-plane alignment of the laser perpendicular to the close-packed rows of Ni atoms (perpendicular configuration). Rotating the laser polarization in the surface plane by 90° to be parallel to the close-packed rows reduces the reactivity by approximately 30%. A further 90° rotation of the laser polarization out of the surface plane along the surface normal causes the reactivity to drop further by 44%. Combining the two rotations, the reactivity of CH₄(ν₃) on Ni(110) at E_TRANS = 34 kJ/mol increases by a factor of 2.5 from the least reactive S_0 to the most reactive S_0(φ = 90°) alignment (see Fig. 10).

FIG. 9. Schematic of the state-prepared and laser aligned molecular beam deposition experiment on Ni(110). Probability distributions for \( \vec{J} \) (red) and \( \vec{\mu} \) (blue) are shown for \( \nu_3 \)-excitation via the R(0) transition by linearly polarized radiation. (Top) Polarization axis in the plane of the surface and parallel to the close-packed rows of Ni atoms: “parallel” configuration. (Middle) Polarization axis in the plane of the surface and perpendicular to the close-packed rows of Ni atoms: “perpendicular” configuration. (Bottom) Polarization axis normal to the plane of the surface: “normal” configuration.

Analogous to the data shown in Figure 7 for Ni(100), we measured the alignment dependent dissociation of CH₄(ν₃) on Ni(110) for excitation via the three rotational branches. In Figure 11, we compare \( \Delta p(\phi = 90°) \) to calculated alignment coefficients for CH₄(ν₃) prepared by three rovibrational transitions: R(0), Q(1), and P(1). As was the case on Ni(100), values of \( \Delta p(\phi = 90°) \) are positive for both R- and Q-branch excitation and scale with the vibrational alignment coefficient \( \beta_{axis} \).

FIG. 10. Initial reaction probability (S₀) for 34 kJ/mol translational energy CH₄(ν₃)-R(0) in the parallel, perpendicular, and normal configuration dissociating on Ni(110). Error bars are ±2σ of the mean from replicate measurements.
ALIGNMENT EFFECTS ON Ni(100), Ni(110), AND Ni(111) AS A FUNCTION OF INCIDENT TRANSLATIONAL ENERGY

Figure 12 shows a comparison of the alignment contrast $\Delta_p$ for CH$_4$(v$_3$) prepared via R(0), P(1), Q(1) transitions on Ni(111) – perpendicular configuration with the corresponding $\beta_{axis}$ coefficients. The vertical axes are scaled such that their origins and the values for the R(0) excitation coincide. $E_{TRANS} = 34$ kJ/mol. Error bars represent $\pm 2\sigma$ from replicate measurements.

FIG. 12. Comparison of alignment contrast $\Delta_p$ for CH$_4$(v$_3$) prepared via R(0), P(1), Q(1) transitions on Ni(111) – perpendicular configuration with the corresponding $\beta_{axis}$ coefficients. The vertical axes are scaled such that their origins and the values for the R(0) excitation coincide. $E_{TRANS} = 34$ kJ/mol. Error bars represent $\pm 2\sigma$ from replicate measurements.

Discussion

Our stereodynamics study of the reactivity of CH$_4$(v$_3$) on Ni(100), Ni(110), and Ni(111) yielded several results that may help to explain the steric effects in the chemisorption of vibrationally excited methane reported recently for the first time.$^{15}$ First, both on Ni(100) and Ni(110), we find the alignment dependence of the CH$_4$(v$_3$) reaction probability to be correlated with an alignment of the C–H stretch with respect to the surface. C–H stretch alignment in the plane of the surface makes methane more reactive than alignment along the surface normal. Second, the alignment effect is significantly larger on Ni(110) than on Ni(100) and Ni(111). Third, on the anisotropically corrugated Ni(110) surface, aligning the C–H stretch in the surface plane and perpendicular to the close-packed rows of Ni(110) results in a larger alignment contrast $\Delta_p$ than aligning it parallel to the close-packed rows.

The fact that $\Delta_p$ scales with $\beta_{axis}$ (Fig. 7 and 11) indicates that the alignment dependence of the methane reactivity is primarily due to an alignment of the C–H stretch and not the angular momentum $J$. Simpson et al.,$^{22}$ arrived at an analogous conclusion in their stereodynamics study of the gas phase reaction of CH$_4$(v$_3$) and CD$_3$H(v$_1$) with chlorine atoms. As discussed in Simpson et al.,$^{22}$ R(0) excitation of the triply degenerate v$_3$ vibration prepares CH$_4$ in a state with J = 1, l = 1, and N = 0 where J, l, and N are the quantum numbers for total, vibrational, and rotational angular momentum, respectively. In this state, CH$_4$ possesses one quantum of vibrational angular momentum and no rotational angular momentum, resulting in a rotationless molecule with a spatially isotropic rotational wavefunction (s-orbital). Therefore, only the net C–H stretch amplitude is polarized in the laboratory frame by the laser excitation while the orientation of its four C–H bonds remains unspecified. Since we observe the strongest alignment effect for R(0) excitation, this indicates that the alignment effect cannot be due to an alignment of any of the four C–H bonds relative to the plane of the surface but is rather due to an alignment of the net C–H stretch amplitude. The CH$_4$ reactivity is observed to decrease continuously with increasing angle $\theta$ between the laser polarization and the plane of the surface from parallel ($\theta = 0^\circ$) to normal ($\theta = 90^\circ$) (Fig. 8).

The underlying mechanism for the observed alignment effects is not immediately obvious. Before we can interpret...
the observations as a steric effect of the $v_3$-excited methane reactivity, we need to consider the possibility that the rate of vibrational energy transfer from the incident methane molecule to the metal surface depends on the C–H stretch alignment. Classically, the vibrationally excited molecule can be represented as an oscillating electric dipole, which induces an image dipole in the conducting surface. The interaction of an oscillating electric dipole with its image dipole is alignment dependent and is related to the surface dipole selection rule of reflection absorption infrared spectroscopy of adsorbates on a metal surface. Classical electrodynamics predicts a friction force acting on a moving charge in front of a conducting surface with a normal component that is twice larger than the parallel component. Therefore, the frictional damping of an oscillating electric dipole will be stronger for normal than for parallel alignment, in qualitative agreement with the alignment effect reported here. The measured higher reactivity for CH$_4$(v$3$) with the C–H stretch amplitude aligned parallel to the surface plane could be due to a larger fraction of incident molecules remaining in their vibrationally excited state because of the smaller frictional damping force for parallel alignment as compared to normal alignment. However, this classical image dipole model becomes invalid at very small distances of the dipole from the surface and has to be replaced by a quantum mechanical treatment including electronically nonadiabatic effects such as the independent surface hopping model developed by Tully and co-workers for the description of the scattering of highly vibrationally excited NO from Au(111) surface. For the alignment dependent friction argument to be applicable, the rate of vibrational energy transfer between the incident methane molecules and the nickel surface needs to be fast enough for significant vibrational energy transfer to occur on the sub-picosecond timescale of the hyperthermal methane/surface collisions in our experiments. Vibrational lifetimes of strongly bound, chemisorbed species such as CO and CN on transition metals have been measured to be on the order of a few psec by time resolved pump-probe techniques and lifetimes of physisorbed species can be expected to be significantly longer. Luntz and co-workers did consider the possibility of nonadiabatic effects in adsorption, desorption, and scattering of H$_2$ (D$_2$) on Cu and N$_2$ on Ru. They found that electronic friction increased along the reaction path toward the transition state to a value significantly larger than molecularly adsorbed state. However, little is known about the rate of vibrational relaxation via electron-hole pair excitation during hyperthermal collisions of the vibrationally excited methane with a surface. Even at the highest incident energy studied here, reactive collisions of the incident CH$_4$($v_3$) remain the minority channel (<<1%). It is still an open question what fraction of the $>$99% unreactive CH$_4$(v$3$)/Ni collisions are vibrationally inelastic where the scattered CH$_4$ has either lost at least part of its vibrational energy to surface degrees of freedom or has undergone intramolecular vibrational redistribution (IVR) during the collision with the metal surface. Detection techniques to probe the vibrational state distribution of the scattered CH$_4$ are in preparation in our laboratory to shed light on this important question.

Even in the absence of vibrational energy transfer between the incident methane molecule and the metal surface, short range molecules/surface interactions can lead to surface-induced IVR, a process which could be alignment dependent. In this process, the incident methane molecules, which were initially prepared by single-mode laser excitation in a stationary rovibrational eigenstate, experience time-dependent intermolecular vibrational energy flow due to their interaction with the metal surface. Such surface induced IVR has been included in the four-dimensional vibrationally adiabatic model calculations of Halonen et al., to predict the possibility of mode-specific reactivity of CH$_4$, Halonen’s model suggests that intramolecular vibrational energy flow within the reactant molecule during its approach to the metal surface depends on the initially prepared eigenstate and that different energy localization can lead to different reactivity even though the total internal energy is nearly identical. In recent work, Nave and Jackson have developed a first-principles full fifteen-dimensional reaction path Hamiltonian treatment of the reaction of CH$_4$ on Ni(100) which includes surface induced IVR as well as vibrationally non-adiabatic transitions and which permits the computation of state-resolved reaction probabilities. Their calculations confirm the mode-specific CH$_4$ reactivity predicted by Halonen et al., in agreement with experimental measurements of state-resolved CH$_4$ reactivity. If surface-induced IVR does not only depend on the initially prepared rovibrational quantum state but also on alignment of the C–H stretch amplitude relative to the surface plane it may be responsible for the observed steric effects. This alignment dependent IVR mechanism implies the absence of significant steering forces, which could reorient (realign) the incident vibrationally excited molecule into its lowest energy configuration during the approach to the surface consistent with our observation that there is no discernible dependence of the alignment effect on incident translational energy.

Finally, if steering is either weak or absent, the observed alignment dependence may simply be a consequence of the complex multidimensional potential energy hypersurface. Different initial vibrational alignments of the incident molecules may follow different reactive trajectories sampling a barrier height that is dependent on the alignment coordinate. To conclude, our data demonstrates that methane dissociation on a nickel surface is a complex process, which depends on many parameters of the molecule/surface encounter. For a more detailed and quantitative interpretation of the observed alignment effects on different orientations of the Ni surface, comparison should be made with results of multi-dimensional quantum dynamics calculations, including the alignment coordinates. Such calculations are currently being pursued in at least two theory groups. Our detailed, state-resolved reactivity data should be helpful in the development of a predictive theoretical understanding of this important gas/surface reaction.
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